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Abstract
Cloud Computing is a service that assigns virtualized resources 
picked from a large-scale resource pool, which consists of distributed 
computing resources in a Cloud Computing Infrastructure, to 
each consumer. Cloud Computing is a fused-type computing 
paradigm which includes Virtualization, Grid Computing, Utility 
Computing, Server Based Computing, and Network Computing, 
rather than an entirely new type of computing technique. Cloud 
Computing provides service to customers transparently. Users 
get the application and services they wanted without getting 
to know how it works. Cloud computing, in current project 
provides the data handling service to customers by on a large Data 
uploaded successfully scale commercial use and also ensuring the 
reliability and the space to the user. The research provides cloud 
computing based infrastructure service composed of calculation, 
storage data and accessing it from database which is done also 
using virtualization for making the resources available easily. 
Virtualization technology is responsible for facilitating virtual 
operating system for users on their browser where they can use 
software services simultaneously. Also for the users perspective 
this project provides a web service interface to launch, manage, 
and terminate VMs. 
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I. Introduction
A Cloud [1] is a type of parallel and distributed system consisting 
of a collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers that 
are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified 
computing resources based on Service Level Agreements (SLA) 
established through negotiation between the service providers 
and consumers. 
Some of the classical cloud-based applications include Social 
Networking, Web Hosting, Content Delivery, and Real-Time 
Instrumented data processing. It is very difficult to quantify 
the performance of scheduling and allocation policy on cloud 
infrastructures for different applications under varying workload 
and system size. The simulation based approaches provide 
significant benefits, as it allows researchers to test their proposed 
algorithms and protocols in a repeatable and controlled environment 
free of cost, and to find solution to the performance bottlenecks 
before deploying in the real cloud. A virtual machine is launched 
from a virtual machine image (VMI) loaded from CM. Aside from 
the interface to every user, the CM exports services that can be used 
to perform administrative tasks such as adding and removing VMIs 
or users. Even our document also easily converted into different 
format which is compatible for other user’s requirements and their 
operating systems. The SaaS model promises as a hosted solution 
to present an alternative for businesses to their more cost-effective 
way than other applications seem to offer. In a SaaS set-up, the 
software provider takes the responsibility of the software as well as 
scalability, maintenance, and disaster recovery, among others.
Most software and hardware have provided support to virtualization. 

We can virtualize many factors such as IT resource, software, 
hardware, operating system and net storage, and manage them in 
the Cloud Computing platform; every environment has nothing 
to do with the physical platform. Carries on the management, the 
expansion, the migration, the backup through the hypothesized 
platform, all sorts of operations will be completed through the 
virtualization level. Distributional refers to the physical node 
which the computation uses is distributed.
Dynamic expandability [4] is refers to through the dynamic 
extension virtualization level, then achieves to above applies 
carries on the expansion the goal. Has broken between the physical 
structure barrier, represents is transforming the physical resources 
for logic may manage the resources the inevitable trend. In the 
future, all resources transparently will move in each physical 
platform, the resources management will carry on according to 
the logical way, will realize the resources automated assignment 
completely, but the virtualization technology realizes this ideal 
only tool. In view of the cloud computation, the virtualization 
technology’s fusion and the application should face the high-quality 
hypothesized main engine, the application and the resources, as well 
as aspects and so on virtualization memory. Through virtualization 
and other resource sharing mechanisms, Cloud computing can 
dramatically reduce user costs and meet large-scale applications’ 
demands. Using virtualization techniques, it is possible to open a 
few platforms in a single physical machine (Windows, Linux or 
others) so that resources can be shared better and more users can be 
served. Most of Cloud computing platform is based on virtualized 
environments. In a virtualized Cloud computing lab, there are 
four major parts: software and hardware platforms provided from 
real and virtualized servers (narrowly speaking, PaaS resources); 
resource management node.
This  research on SaaS [32] acclaims that it can control piracy 
of software only a valid licensed Software will be used because 
the vendor who provide services will be genuine (this is our 
assumption) will install only licensed software on their server. 
And one more thing user will be free or get redeemed from 
corrupted files of software after long time; easily by registering 
to cloud vendor user can take any service of software when needed. 
Like that, another theme of virtual operating system came into 
picture user by taking simple Internet connection only can take the 
advantages of different virtual machines (virtual operating system) 
in which user can deal with all functions of O.S. as its original 
version and installed on their own machine not somewhere else 
on server, also user can store their computed data and personal 
data in the space provided to each virtual machine. However, 
in real all virtual machines shared a common storage medium 
and help in utilizing resources at better level. Many researches 
encompass for migration of everything on cloud especially for the 
companies, where they can store data and get the resources at very 
low cost so for Judging, experiencing and knowing that can cloud 
in really will do better than goggle doc’s application which is also 
considered as application of cloud and that is freely available for 
storing users data. The paper is organised into four sections that 
describes the modules. Section I deals with the introduction of 
the research topic, Section II refers to the Review of the past and 
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present techniques implied in the field of research activity, Section 
III refers to the proposed work and the project undertaken by the 
research. Section IV describes the Future Scope of the present 
research advances and it can be further proceeded. Section V 
describes the Concluding statements. 

II. Review
Cloud Computing is an emerging approach to computing that 
promises on-demand, dynamic and easily accessible computing 
power. The pay-as-you-use scheme [5] is attractive for small 
to medium sized organizations that do not have the capital 
and personnel to purchase and maintain their own computing 
infrastructure. Various cloud services are already available on 
the market. Many of them implement some form of dynamic 
provisioning of computing resources through the use of Virtual 
Machine (VM) technologies like Xen [15], VMware or Kernel 
Virtual Machine (KVM)[17]. Among them, the Amazon Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2) can be considered the most popular and 
mature solution. Other examples of proprietary, commercial 
solutions include Google App Engine and Microsoft Azure. There 
are several open source cloud computing solutions including 
Eucalyptus, Open Nebula and Nimbus. Eucalyptus [22] stands 
for “Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your 
Programs to Useful Systems” and is the result of a research project 
from the University of California, Santa Barbara. It aims to provide 
a simple to set up cloud solution for the research and development 
of cloud driven applications. The interface to Eucalyptus is based 
on the Amazon EC2 interface.
As a consequence of recreating a “free” version of EC2 it has become 
quite popular. Open Nebula is an open source cloud platform 
developed and maintained at the Universidad Complutense 
de Madrid. It is based on a highly modular design featuring 
components that perform scheduling, VM management, image 
management and network management. Nimbus, previously called 
Virtual Workspace Service, is an open source Globus product for 
creation of virtual clusters. It is similar in many aspects to Open 
Nebula [19] for creation and management of VM instances, but 
uses grid credentials to authenticate user requests. It is also possible 
to start EC2 instances from Open Nebula and Nimbus. All three 
open source solutions have a similar image management approach 
where the entire image file is copied to the host on which the virtual 
machine is started. One of the drawbacks of this approach is that 
copying can take up a significant amount of time even within a 
data centre with fast interconnects. The cloud computing solution 
that we employ for powering the IAS is called the Automated 
Service Provisioning Environment (ASPEN). ASPEN [24] uses 
efficient image management techniques involving cloning using 
Solaris ZFS instead of copying, enabling more rapid provisioning 
of virtual machines. 
This paper describes, that Cloud computing is an emerging 
computing paradigm where computing resources are provided 
as Services. In this paper, we propose an approach to implement 
an infrastructure that will enable a user to incorporate the services 
of the computing resources virtually on a cloud. This technique 
is mitigated for multiple users and thus provides a ready to use 
service for them at distance. The work deals with the cloud 
computing environment and its usage by allowing user to have a 
better working experience via. VMware  tool.

III. Proposed Work
As an end user if there is need of some services, instead of getting 
all the software, hardware straightway user can run their application 

in cloud which provides necessary hardware, software support. 
Easily user can rent/lease the services offered by cloud computing 
vendors. User will get bill like utility service, for their usage only.  
Users from the Web, strong experience in distributed environment 
using the internet and decided to open skills by providing their own 
data and using the resources and infrastructure offering by vendor.  
The offer emerged from following observation: the shop owner 
had a storage capacity and processing in excess of its needs, he 
could resell. The offer has been extended and is categorized in the 
Cloud Services (CS). It provides a platform infrastructure that CS 
is available.  In project Cloud Computing enables deployment of 
virtual machines from Server to take advantage of their processing 
capabilities. It should be noted that the technology comes to the 
origin of the virtualization systems.  Cloud Services enables 
storage of web applications, whatever the size of this application. 
This avoids the effects of scale IT projects often incurred.

Fig. 1:

This fig. above is typical showing the centralized VM and host 
server- management software, provided by our VM hypervisor 
vendor, performs a wide range of roles including VM and host 
configuration, provisioning, monitoring, migrating, and resource 
management in our virtualized environment. Therefore, the design 
and implementation of our VM and host-management architecture 
could significantly affect the efficiency of our entire virtualized 
environment. 
This concept of virtualization is allowed in cloud computing 
for thinking the vendor business point of view, where vendor is 
managing all the virtual machines by software installed above all 
VMs and the connectivity is done through single shared database 
storage and data are stored on the servers.  So, the research is 
about SaaS in cloud is used to provide Software Service to User 
requiring that service by paying reliable amount of money, where 
virtualization technology is used for utilizing resources and making 
the platform heterogeneous.
Before Software virtualization it was fixed to use same platform 
by all users either it does compatible with all the users or not. 
In proposed work  a virtualization user may be working on any 
platform using different operating systems or resources, which 
they can also choose using internet on their browsers. After that 
user can request for the software to use them in their organisational 
or personal work, for authenticated user we can also make the 
limitations to use the software in their time period or on paying 
basis.
Here  there is also  usage of internet, and provision of an Browser-
Based Interface environment of cloud to user where they will 
choose their required platform to work and as well they will select 
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their required software from a list of software’s, here we only need 
to keep our raw data which we want to process using software 
and also we can store our processed data somewhere in the cloud 
using the storage facility by showing our authenticity to vendor 
who will then permit us to store our data after crossing some 
security checks. The advantage come to know in Cloud Computing 
is that user prevent herself by installing costlier software on its 
system or to upgrade version of software in system, these all 
functioning is done by cloud service provider, and user will only 
use services on browser using internet, forgetting any discrepancy 
in software or in any resource user is using from vendor. Now 
because in cloud computing there can be more services and by 
using virtualization technology simultaneously you can use many 
services or resources as per your work at the same time. For 
example when there is requirement of two different operating 
system to test or perform some work and for these different 
systems there is also  a need of separate software’s to execute, 
for that purpose in cloud computing services  the usage of such 
services without installing any software on your system and for 
creating that virtual cloud service environment can use VMware 
tools through which we can create virtual machine for providing 
separate machines to individual user on their browser and virtually 
the can provide any resource as a service.

IV. Future Scope
Cloud Computing has been an exemplary innovation as a rapid 
management of database services and their implementation in 
handling user applications. On ever-increasing demands this 
technology caters the needs and will be beneficial in future also. 
Certain discussions can be observed as:  
1. Cloud computing is widening, but focus on an open platform 
mainly.
2. Windows Azure is mostly a better platform of Exchange.
3. Google would increase the area of investment in the enterprise; 
more business users will use Google Apps.
4. The first batch of SaaS 1.0 companies will face the risk of 
bankruptcy, so need more security aspects.
5. The number of firms who abandon the use of its own server 
increased significantly.
6. Private cloud computing services have been popular.
7. Business Intelligence (BI) will be SaaS’s next target.

V. Conclusion
There is the advent of cloud computing is bound to birth a number 
of new jobs. The clouds will grow in size as soon as available 
bandwidth and the corresponding service model mature enough, 
cloud computing will bring a revolutionary change in the Internet. 
Cloud computing announced a low-cost super-computing services 
to provide the possibility, while there are a large number of 
manufacturers behind, there is no doubt that cloud computing 
has a bright future. Virtualized distributed environments such as 
Cloud computing systems introduce a new paradigm of distributed 
systems whose primary building blocks are virtual machines.
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